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WCGA Tours the Rock Martin House 

   Present Day Rock Martin House with two Martin 
descendents Michael Wayne Martina and Barbara Brandon 
Bates.    
 

 
A very special thank you to our tour guide and owner of the 
Rock Martin House, Mr. Raleigh Miller, Jr.  
 

 
Photo before the porch was removed 
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The following information provided by Mr. Raleigh Miller, Jr. 
and the National Register of Historic Places Registration 
From. 

PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION 
The Miller-Martin Farm, occupies a 237-acre tract 
on Old Rock Island Road (old U.S. 70S), about 7 
miles east of McMinnville, in Warren County, 
Tennessee. Rowland Station Road (also known as 
Hennessey Bridge Road) borders the property on 
the west. The farmscape consists of an early 
nineteenth-century dwelling commonly known as 
the Rock Martin House, and several early twentieth-
century resources, including two barns, a garage, a 
well shelter, well house, and fencing. The land once 
produced a variety of crops, but it is limited to 
pasturing and hay production at the present time. 
The historic fields of the Martin-Miller Farm are well 
defined by fences and tree lines, and the house 
occupies its own distinct area clearly set off from 
the surrounding acreage by wire fencing and tree 
lines. Adjacent to the highway, a set of c. 1930 
concrete steps rise from the road level to where the 
house is sited.  
The residence (c.1820) is a two-story, single-pile, 
rectangular brick structure that rests on a roughly 
hewn-limestone foundation and is covered with a 
sheet metal roof. It is built in a simple and 
restrained style perhaps best described as 
"Tennessee Federal."1  The five-bay south facade 
faces the highway. Two large stuccoed brick steps 
lead up to the stuccoed brick foundation of a 
Victorian-era porch, constructed c.1870, and now 
covered with a four-inch thick concrete slab. All 
wooden vestiges of this porch completely 
disappeared in the 1970s, but photographs and oral 
history provide solid proof of its former existence.2 

The original window opening above the main 
entrance door on the south facade was modified 
c.1870 in order to install the half-glass Eastlake-
style paneled door surmounted with a two light 
transom that would have given access to the then 
newly built second-story porch (no longer extant). If 
one looks carefully, faint traces of an earlier single-
story porch remain, but not nearly enough to know 
definitively what it may have looked like. There is 
no documentary evidence of when this one-story 
porch was built. 
In a Federal-style house, the treatment of the 
entryway provides the main emphasis of the 
facade.3  The Rock Martin House exemplifies this 
concept with a handsome eight-panel door flanked 

by fluted pilasters and topped by a fluted transom 
bar with bull's-eye embellishments. There are half-
paneled sidelights and paneled door casing. A 
delicate Adamesque elliptical fanlight window spans 
the entire entrance assembly. An oversized arched 
brick lintel supports the weight of the wall above 
this opening. The window openings on the facade 
and the rear elevation have splayed flat-arched 
lintels. The front wall of the Rock Martin House was 
laid in Flemish bond, while the remaining three 
walls were laid in common bond. Circa 1870 repair 
work, which included repointing the brick, on the 
west side of the facade also was done in common 
bond. The large symmetrically placed windows 
represent another common feature of Federal 
architecture, although the one-over-one double-
hung sashes appear to be later replacements. Most 
likely they once matched the four-over-four double-
hung sash windows located on the rear elevation. A 
plain one-foot wide frieze board covers the junction 
of the top of the wall and the soffit. The pairs of 
decorative brackets mounted on this board at each 
corner of the cornice appear to be similar to those 
on the missing c.1870 porch, and probably date 
from that time. 
Both the east and west elevations are identical, 
with no openings piercing the walls. The gable walls 
are topped by large unbroken pediments. The 
center section of each pediment is sided with 
imbricated wood shingles and flanked by a large 
decorative bracket on either side. The rest of the 
space inside the pediments is clad with flat vertical 
boards. In addition, four sets of paired c.1870 
brackets on the frieze board ornament both of 
these gables. The interior end chimneys at the peak 
of the roof are the only indications of the fireplaces; 
each one has been built entirely within its room, 
leaving both exterior end walls smooth and 
unbroken. The west elevation has a low brick lean-
to cellar entrance covered with modern sheet metal 
doors (c. 2000) at the south comer.  
On the north (rear) elevation, there are three 
paneled wood doors that open into each of the 
three rooms on the first floor. There is a first-story 
one-over-one double-hung sash window to the west 
of the doors. Originally a window, the far east door 
once provided access to the missing kitchen wing 
and would have been out of the weather, which is 
the reason that it is the only rear door to have 
interior wooden trim on the exterior wall. The 
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architectural ghosts of the non-extant kitchen wing 
are still discernible with triangular shape markings 
on the rear elevation wall. The first story kitchen 
wing dated to the mid-1800s. This wing was 
expanded to two stories at the turn of the 
twentieth century and removed in 1982. Just to the 
west of the far eastern door on the rear elevation is 
evidence of a window opening that was filled in to 
accommodate the addition of the one-story kitchen 
wing. The windows on the second floor line up with 
their counterparts on the south facade with the 
exception of the one in the center; it has been 
lowered approximately two feet so that it could be 
opened and closed from the stair landing. All of the 
rear second story windows are four-over-four 
double-hung sash. The roof on the east end of the 
north elevation is pierced by one original small shed 
roof dormer containing a single four light sash. The 
front wall of the dormer is set forward so that it is in 
the same vertical plane as the rear wall of the 
house. The roof of this dormer is covered in sheet 
metal and the sides are clad in weatherboard. Half 
round gutters run the full length of the house, both 
front and rear, and there is a round downspout at 
each corner of the building. 
Family tradition holds that a fire damaged a large 
section of the west part of the house. Some physical 
evidence of this is seen in brick repair work and 
charred framing. Although exact dates are 
unknown, the fire probably took place during the 
Civil War between 1862 and 1865. More than likely, 
James Wiley Miller, who had bought the house by 
1867 and remodeled it c.1870, repaired the 
damage. It was under Miller's ownership that the c. 
1870 porch was added. 
A large section on the east end of the north 
elevation was plastered after the mid-^-century 
one-story kitchen was added. The bricks in the area 
above and to the side of this plastering show the 
traces of two distinct architectural ghosts that 
indicate the former presence of additional rooms in 
this area. The earlier and smaller of the faint 
patterns delineates an early one-story kitchen 
addition that replaced the original detached log 
kitchen building. The other ghost delineates a much 
larger structure with a fully engaged screened-in 
side porch that succeeded the earlier kitchen and 
was added during the Miller's ownership.4 This later 
two-story weatherboard rear addition that 
contained the dining room, kitchen, and bathroom 

(without plumbing at first) was constructed in the 
early twentieth century by William V. D. Miller and 
removed 1982. 
The Rock Martin House features a central hall plan 
on both floors. On the first floor, the main entrance 
door leads into this hall, which has a large square 
room to either side of it. A nicely grained six-
paneled door adjacent to the west wall leads to the 
back yard. This hall contains a well-crafted stairway 
along its east wall, which, with its delicate and 
grained woodwork, is the focal point of the interior. 
A simple curved handrail supported by slender 
square-post balusters protects the open side of the 
staircase while a shadow handrail is affixed to the 
plastered wall opposite. The flight of steps leads to 
the well-lit landing where a short second flight 
completes the journey to the second floor. A four-
over-four double-hung window, lowered for 
accessibility, provides the illumination for this 
space. A well proportioned turned newel post firmly 
anchors each corner of the railing. The stair ends 
are decorated with a carved 
scrollwork motif and the wall below is divided into 
triangular and square panels. A door matching the 
one in the entry opens to a small closet under the 
stairway. The ceiling of the hall consists of random 
width hand planed painted boards with a decorative 
bead on one edge. The walls were plastered 
smooth, but after years of wear and tear it is no 
longer smooth. The flooring is made of white ash 
planks. The interior woodwork around the entrance 
includes graining, paneled wood below the 
sidelights, triangular dentil molding on the round 
arch surrounding the fanlight, and fluted round 
engaged columns leading to carved square 
medallions that abut the round arch. Dark stained-
wood baseboard, chair rail, and picture moldings 
surround the room. 
The east room is the more detailed of the two 
rooms on the first floor. The eight-paneled door 
leading from the center hall also matches the entry 
door. A restrained Federal-style paneled 
mantelpiece surrounds the fireplace. A pair of 
slender engaged columns supports a frieze with bed 
molding and a molded mantelshelf. Original built-in 
shelves are located on both sides of the fireplace 
and are surrounded by fluted board and medallions. 
Yellow poplar beaded boards cover the ceiling. The 
walls are plastered and the floors are white ash 
boards. Dark stained baseboard and chair rail 
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moldings surround the room, and a four-paneled 
wood door leads to the rear yard. 
In the west room, the main decorative element is 
the mantelpiece. It does not appear to be as old as 
the one in the east room and probably dates to the 
c.1870 renovations. The supporting engaged 
columns on each side are fully turned, the 
medallions on the frieze above are neatly carved, 
and the woodwork is incised rather than truly 
paneled. The two doors in this room are built in a 
four-panel arrangement. The only other woodwork 
in this room besides the window and door trim are 
the baseboards. The woodwork in this room is 
simpler than in the hall or east parlor. The ceiling is 
composed of dark beaded planks, the walls are 
plastered, and the floor is made of white ash planks. 
The spaces on each side of the chimney are empty, 
and there are no closets in this room. The charred 
framing wood remaining in the attic above the 
second floor provides convincing evidence of a 19th 
century fire. 
The hall on the second floor provides access to the 
two rooms on either side. In addition, the original 
window on the south wall has been remodeled into 
a door that once led to the Victorian-era porch (no 
longer extant). The woodwork around these three 
second-floor doorways is composed of simple 
architrave trim. The ceiling is plastered and the 
floors consist of white ash planks. There is an early 
twentieth century section of floral-patterned 
linoleum on the floor of the upstairs hall. 
The walls and ceiling of the upper west room are all 
plastered and considerable remnants of the earlier 
paper covering are still affixed to the walls and 
ceiling. The fireplace projects into the room. The 
bricks around the fireplace are exposed because the 
mantelpiece has been removed (it is presently 
propped up against the east wall). The opening of 
the fireplace has been plastered over. This mantel is 
similar to the one in the lower west room, and is 
leaning against a wall waiting to be put up. The 
windows are trimmed like the others and a simple 
dark stained baseboard surrounds the room. Plain 
chair rail and picture rail molding is mounted on the 
east wall. 
Like its counterpart on the first floor, the upper east 
room is the more detailed of the two. The walls and 
ceiling were originally plastered and then papered 
several times. A heavy molding serves as a chair rail 
and encircles the entire room. The charming little 

two-panel fireplace surround consists of a simple 
cornice and frieze; the fireplace itself is plastered 
over. The spaces on either side of the fireplace are 
empty. A dark wood baseboard hides the edges of 
the white ash floor planks on all four walls. 
In addition to the main house (a contributing 
building), the Martin-Miller Farm consists of seven 
other contributing and one non-contributing 
buildings and structures: 

Large Stock Barn - Built c.1920, this gable 
roof building faces south toward the Old 
Rock Island Road and is immediately 
adjacent to it. It has three main bays with 
an attached shed on each side. The walls 
are clad with vertical wood boards and the 
roof is covered with sheet metal. 
(Contributing building) 
Smaller Stock Barn - This barn was built 
c.1930 and is similar in construction and 
appearance to the larger barn. It is a three 
bay structure with a hay hood on the 
middle bay but does not have flanking side 
sheds. It has vertical wood board siding and 
a sheet metal roof. (Contributing building) 
Garage - This c.1930 building is a one story, 
two bay frame building with vertical wood 
board siding and a sheet metal shed roof. It 
is located immediately west of the larger 
stock barn. (Contributing building) 
Well Shelter- A small c. 1900 open structure 
for the hand-dug well. It has vertical wood 
board siding on the north elevation, 
weatherboard on the gable ends, and a 
metal roof supported by wood posts. It is 
located northwest of the main house. 
(Contributing structure) 
Well House - A small concrete block 
structure with a sheet metal roof located 
just to the northeast of the main house. It 
was built c.1950. (Contributing structure) 
Fencing - Dating to various periods in the 
twentieth century, there is wire-and-post 
fencing throughout the property and 
running behind the main house. The current 
and historic fence lines can be delineated 
by the tree and shrub lines. The woven wire 
fencing with a single strand of barbed wire 
on top runs parallel to the highway for a 
stretch and was installed in 1991. 
(Contributing structure) 
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Mobile home - This 1972 manufactured 
building sits just to the east of the main 
house and is used for a residence. It is a 
single-wide, metal structure with aluminum 
windows and was moved to the property in 
1972 when Tip Miller moved from the main 
house. (Noncontributing building, due to 
date) 

 
STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

The Martin-Miller Farm, a historic farmstead on the 
Old Rock Island Road east of McMinnville, in 
Warren County, Tennessee, is eligible for the 
National Register of Historic Places under Criteria A 
and C for its local significance in agriculture, 
exploration and settlement, and architecture. 
Located in rural Warren County, the house and farm 
evolved over 150 years into its present 
configuration. The complex was first associated 
with the Martin family, early settlers of the area, 
and then with the Miller family who have owned 
the property since 1867. The main house is an 
excellent and intact example of late Federal 
architecture in Tennessee. The hallmark of this style 
is the treatment of the front entryway, which 
provides the primary emphasis of the facade. The 
Rock Martin House exemplifies this concept with a 
handsome eight-panel door flanked by fluted 
pilasters and half-paneled sidelights and topped by 
an Adamesque elliptical fanlight window. The 
symmetrical central-hall plan common to Tennessee 
Federal remains intact. The high ceilings, wood 
floors, wood staircase with decorative scrolling, 
mantels, graining on the wood panel doors, and 
molding are historically correct and contribute to 
the architectural significance of the property. The 
decorative brackets and shingles on the exterior 
date to the ownership of the Millers during the 
post-Civil War period. The farmstead contains a 
good collection of historic outbuildings that also 
contribute to the agricultural and architectural 
significance of the property. The farmstead is a 
good representative example of settlement and 
agricultural practices in Middle Tennessee. The 
Martin-Miller Farm retains a high level of integrity 
as an evolving and working family farm and is being 
nominated under the "Historic Family Farms in 
Middle Tennessee" Multiple Property Nomination. 
The unincorporated community of Rock Island, 
located near the confluence of the Caney Fork and 

Rocky River, was the first settlement in what is now 
Warren County. Before Warren County was 
established, Rock Island served as the seat of White 
County for three years, 1806-1809. It was quite a 
flourishing frontier village at that time, and several 
sessions of the county court were held there until 
the permanent county seats for the two counties 
were established at McMinnville and Sparta, 
respectively. William (1771-1866) and Virginia 
(Jennie) Martin (1785-1866) had come to this area 
from North Carolina in 1802 and set up their farm 
on the banks of Mud Creek, on land now known as 
the Martin-Miller Farm.5 In 1813, the Martins 
purchased the Rock Island ferry and lands from John 
Armstrong for $1,500, and they operated the ferry 
from the small log house built by Rock Island's first 
settler, Joseph Terry on the Caney Fork River where 
it intersects with the mouth of the Rocky River, 
north of the current Martin-Miller Farm.6 By 1815 
both Martins had acquired the nickname of "Rock" 
from their close association with the island and 
ferry. They also ran a distillery and kept an inn for 
overnight travelers on their farm.7 The inn and 
distillery were located on land that is no longer 
associated with the Martin-Miller Farm. 
The profits from their successful businesses soon 
induced the Martins to erect a fashionable brick 
house (with a detached log kitchen to the rear, no 
longer extant) facing the Rock Island road near their 
original log homestead.8 The new house was built 
with the help of the family slaves, who molded and 
dried the bricks by the nearby creek. The interior 
woodwork is reputedly the labor of a craftsman by 
the name of John Duncan, whose name can be 
found on the 1820 and succeeding Warren County 
censes.9 The Martins hired Duncan to complete the 
staircase, mantelpieces, and the rest of the wooden 
trim in their new house. During that time, the 
master carpenter fell in love with the Martin's older 
daughter, Mary Ann (born 1805), and asked for her 
hand in marriage. The couple acquiesced, and gave 
the newlyweds some land close by as a dowry. 
According to the family genealogical records, 
Duncan was 29 years old at the time and Mary 
Martin, 15. Census records confirm the age ranges 
of the Duncan’s and their children, indicating their 
marriage probably occurred in the early 1820s at 
the latest. 10 
In 1820 much of Middle Tennessee was still a 
frontier landscape, with few amenities of any kind. 
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The construction of a stylish brick dwelling such as 
the Rock Martin House would have been a 
milestone at that early date. At the same time, both 
physical and cultural distances between the 
"wilderness" and "civilization" placed distinct limits 
on artistic expression. Though far removed from the 
fashionable architectural currents of the east coast, 
southern builders frequently borrowed details from 
the newer styles and grafted them onto the 
traditional eighteenth-century precedents that they 
were familiar with. From the beginning, the 
"Tennessee Federal" style was complicated by the 
persistence of these eighteenth century details and 
images. 11 Consequently, many older Tennessee 
homes do not represent any one particular 
academic style because when they were built they 
encompassed a wide range of focus and technical 
competency while simultaneously interpreting a 
variety of classical themes. 12 This building contains 
an interesting combination of vernacular features 
and minimal Federal detail that argue for the 
relatively early date. The traditional I-House form of 
the Martin-Miller house remains unchanged, and 
throughout the years has served as a base for a 
steady progression of stylish ornamentation. 
When discussing an individual house, it is important 
to begin with the plan, because it is the most 
tenacious element of regional building traditions 
and directly influences other structural features.13 

Federal architecture is usually characterized by a 
balanced and symmetrical arrangement of space, a 
feeling of lightness and elegance, and competent 
craftsmanship.14 The fully developed Federal-style 
house had distinct Georgian roots, often manifested 
by a multistoried, four-room, double-pile plan. 
Georgian architecture generally displays a strong 
central element around which the other supporting 
attributes were symmetrically placed.15   When the 
time to build came for the Martins, they chose the 
up-to-date central-hall plan and the two-story 
height for their home, but kept the one-room depth 
of an I-House that was commonly found in rural 
settings. This scaled-down version of the 
fashionable ideal was well suited to the humid 
southern climate. The regularly spaced opposing 
windows provided a marked improvement in 
ventilation compared to larger or more random 
arrangements. 
Another concession to the climate would have been 
to build exterior chimneys on the ends of the house, 

but instead, both stacks were constructed 
completely inside their respective rooms, both 
upstairs and down. The embedded chimney had 
been a long-established feature of traditional 
houses that had begun to die out in Tennessee 
about 1800. 16 Virginia and Carolina builders had 
begun to break their chimneys outside the walls by 
the mid-eighteenth century, so the Martins may 
have been familiar with this change in taste. 
Nevertheless, they retained the old-fashioned 
interior fireplaces, each of which dominates its 
particular room, upstairs and down. 
Profits from the Martins' financial enterprises 
allowed them to acquire additional land and slaves. 
Eventually they owned more than 1000 acres in the 
immediate area. The 1850 Census shows the 
Martins with 15 slaves and the 1860 Census 
enumerates 30, totals that would place the Martins 
in the top quarter of Middle Tennessee farmers 
holding slaves. 17 These enslaved persons lived in 
quarters separate from the main dwelling, on land 
across the highway in front of the house.18 The 
exact site is unknown at the present time. The 
relatively large number of slaves held by the 
Martins would seem to indicate that they were 
raising a crop for the market, probably cotton, in 
addition to the usual corn, hogs, and chickens for 
their subsistence. 19 
As the Martins grew older they divided their 
property among their offspring. Although the 
Martins had grown wealthy, their lives were 
regularly interrupted by tragedy. They survived four 
of their seven children, and buried several of their 
children's spouses as well as a number of their 
grandchildren in the family plot nearby. The Martins 
deeded their private burial ground to the 
Presbyterian Ministry and it became part of the 
Shiloh Church cemetery, which is located across 
Rowland Station Road from the nominated 
property.20 
When the Civil War came to Middle Tennessee, the 
Martins suffered great hardships along with almost 
everyone else. Several grandsons enlisted in the 
Confederate army, their business income fell 
considerably, slaves ran away to freedom, and 
Nathan B. Forrest's troops encamped upon their 
farm near Mud Creek. William Martin died shortly 
after the war, in June 1866. Left in the company of a 
few recently freed African-American servants, 
Jennie passed on four months later.21 
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By early 1867 James Wiley Miller (1825-1893) and 
his second wife, the former Ellen Bray (1838-1900), 
had purchased the brick house and 396 acres. They 
were responsible for a major remodeling effort on 
the house that included repairing the damage from 
the fire (date unknown, but local legend ties it to 
the years of the Civil War) and replacing the 
moldings and mantel in the west rooms. The two-
story front porch and decorative trim of the cornice 
were also added during this time. They grew a 
variety of crops that probably included corn, wheat, 
rye, and oats and raised cows, oxen, hogs, and 
chickens. The vegetable garden was located behind 
the house and the agricultural and grazing fields 
were further out from the house. After Miller died, 
his widow remained there until the last months of 
1897 when she moved in with her daughter. When 
the estate was settled after Ellen Miller passed 
away, William (Will) Van Dorn Miller (1862-1932) 
and his wife, Emma Mary Dunlap (b. 1867-1949) 
acquired the house and the surrounding 420 acres 
of land from the James Wiley Miller heirs after a 
rather spirited auction in 1901.22 Will was a second 
cousin to James Wiley Miller and the grandfather of 
the current owner Raleigh Miller, Jr. He served as 
sheriff from 1898 to 1902 and as the Justice of the 
Peace (Magistrate) from 1918 to 1932. 
Will and Emma had four children named Euclid 
Dennis Miller, Eugene Clingman Miller, Everett 
Quitman Miller, and the father of the current owner 
Raleigh Bryan Miller, Sr. After buying the property, 
the Millers soon constructed a large frame, 
weatherboard, rear addition that contained a dining 
room, kitchen, bathroom (but no plumbing initially), 
and a side porch (no longer extant). The sheltered 
hand-dug well (extant) in the yard provided the 
family's water (later c. 1950 the Miller Family built a 
new well house over the earlier dug well). The 
Millers raised beef cattle, oxen, horses, and mules, 
along with the crops necessary to feed them, such 
as com, alfalfa, and other grasses. In order to house 
their livestock, Will built the c.1920 stock barn. Two 
dependable water sources, Mud Creek and a large 
spring fed pond, aided them in these endeavors by 
providing water for both the crops and the 
livestock. Today the creek remains on the property, 
but the pond is now owned by the nursery who 
bought part of the farm in the 1990s. Emma sold 
surplus eggs, chickens, and cream to "rolling stores" 
operated by Gilbert Kell and Leonard Hitchcock in 

exchange for her own purchases, such as sugar, 
coffee, matches, etc.23 This source of additional 
income was typical on Middle Tennessee farms 
during that period. She also oversaw the vegetable 
garden that had been behind the house. Will 
Miller's health failed in the late 1920s and his son 
Everett Quitman (Tip) Miller (1892-1990) took over 
the management of the farm around 1928. Will 
Miller died in 1932 and his wife passed on in 1949. 
Tip Miller, who never married, continued to run the 
farm after his parents died. Following his father's 
footsteps, he served as Justice of the Peace 
(Magistrate) from 1944 to 1968. 
Tip kept up with the changes in agricultural 
practices. He improved his stock by gradually 
converting the mixed herd of beef cattle into one of 
registered polled Herefords. He built the 1930s barn 
to accommodate his growing herd's need. Tip also 
raised feed crops such as corn as well as alfalfa and 
other grasses. A progressive farmer, he had 
electricity installed at the house and bam in the 
1940s. By 1972, Tip felt that the operation had 
gotten too big for him, so he sold his herd and farm 
equipment and allowed others to rent the land for 
agricultural purposes. He then moved a house 
trailer to the property and lived in it until his death 
in September 1990. Two months later, on 
Thanksgiving Day, the present owner, Raleigh 
Miller, Jr. (b. 1932), Will V.D. Miller's grandson, 
purchased the house, farm 
buildings, and 237 acres north of the Old Rock 
Island Road at auction. The rest of the farmstead 
was divided and sold to others.24 John Collier's 
Pleasant Cove Nursery bought 98 acres between 
Old Rock Island Road and Hwy 70S; a developer 
bought 65 acres south of Hwy 70S; and the 
remaining 20 acres from Will Miller's 420 acres had 
been bought for use as the right-of-way for the 
construction of a four-lane highway in the 1980s. 
Raleigh Jr. is the son of Emma and Will's youngest 
son, Raleigh, Sr. (1896-1987) and his wife Gertrude 
Edith Brown (Brownie) Miller (1901-1966). The 
senior Raleigh was the first person from his 
Congressional District to graduate from the U.S. 
Naval Academy in 1919. He also served as the 
commanding officer of the USS Ranier, an 
ammunition ship. During World War II, Raleigh Sr. 
was the commanding officer of the USS Karnes, an 
attack transport that was stationed in the Pacific. 
He was also instrumental in establishing the Ben 
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Lomond Rural Telephone Cooperative in 1952 that 
brought telephone service to Warren County and 
the surrounding area. Raleigh and Edith had two 
sons Raleigh Jr. and William Howard (1933-1972), 
who both graduated from the Naval Academy and 
served their country with distinction, like their 
father. 
Today, Raleigh, Jr. is retired from the Navy and lives 
in the trailer adjacent to the historic house, which is 
vacant. He, with assistance from his neighbor 
Ronnie Reynolds, grows clover and hay to feed his 
herd of mixed breed cattle. Raleigh has established 
seven wildlife clearings, ranging from one-to-two 
acres that had been in the wooded part of the 
property and did not change the overall historic use 
of the land. Within these clearings are plantings 
that include gobbler saw tooth oak, persimmon, 
indigo bush, crab apple, orchard grass, and clover. 
Raleigh has planted crown vetch, a soil-building 
legume, as a ground cover between the perimeter 
fence and Old Rock Island Road.25 The long 
agricultural tradition of this productive farmstead 
continues to the present day. 
No formal archaeological assessment has been 
performed on the Martin-Miller Farm. Although the 
exact location of the slave housing is not known and 
according to the family tradition was probably on 
the other side of the highway on land no longer 
owned by the Millers, the former presence of slaves 
on the property indicates the potential for historic 
subsurface remains in the areas where the slaves 
lived. There is additional potential for subsurface 
remains in the area of the farm upon which Nathan 
B. Forrest's troops camped. Subsurface remains 
may contain useful information for the general 
interpretation of these sites in particular and the 
farm in general. 
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GEOGRAPHICAL DATA 
Verbal Boundary Description: 
The boundaries of the Martin-Miller Farm include 
the 237 acres that Raleigh Miller, Jr. owns on the 
north side of Old Rock Island Read just east of 
Rowland Station Road (also known as Hennessey 
Bridge Road). The nominated property boundaries 
are marked on the attached Warren County Map, 
Parcel 42. The scale is 1" = 800'. This is the best 
available map for the property. 

Boundary Justification: 
The boundaries of the nominated property, as 
indicated on the enclosed map, represent the 
current and legal boundaries associated with the 
Martin-Miller Farm. 

 
WARREN CO. TENN.        PORTIONS OF MAPS 38 &39 
 

 
 

 
 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
Martin-Miller Farm                                                                                                                                      
Warren County, Tennessee                              Photographer: Carroll Van 
West, Center for Historic Preservation                                                     
Date Photographed: August 2004            Negatives: Tennessee Historical 
Commission 
 
 

 
 
1 of 29: Martin-Miller Farmhouse, garage, large stock barn, and Old 
Rock Island Road; Photographer facing northwest. 
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2 of 29: Martin-Miller House and Old Rock Island Road; Photographer 
facing northwest. 

3 
of 29: Southeast corner of house; Photographer facing northwest. 

 
4 of 29: East elevation of house, showing brick chimney, fishscale 
shingles in gable and brackets; Photographer facing west. 

 
5 of 29: Northeast corner of house, showing architectural ghosts; 
Photographer facing southwest. 

 
6 of 29: North (rear) elevation of house, well house and agricultural 
field; Photographer facing southwest. 

 
7 of 29: West elevation, showing brick chimney, fishscale shingles in 
gable, brackets and open cellar doors; Photographer facing northeast. 
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8 of 29: South fa9ade of the house; Photographer facing east-
northeast. 

 
9 of 29: Front entrance of house; Photographer facing north. 

 
10 of 29: Interior detail of front entrance door, wood graining, 
sidelights, and semi-circular transom taken from entrance hall; 
Photographer facing south. 

                          
11 of 29: Rear exit door taken from entrance hall, showing wood 
graining on paneled doors and molding; Photographer facing north. 
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12 of 29: East parlor fireplace and wood mantel; Photographer facing 
southeast. 

 
13 of 29: East parlor with fireplace, mantel and built-in shelving; 
Photographer facing east. 

 
14 of 29: Looking into entrance hall and out front door from east parlor; 
Photographer facing west-southwest. 

 
15 of 29: West parlor, showing fireplace and mantel; Photographer 
facing west. 

 
16 of 29: West parlor looking into entrance hallway, showing rear door, 
wood graining and main staircase; Photographer facing northeast. 

 
17 of 29: Detail of staircase in entrance hall; Photographer facing 
northeast. 
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18 of 29: Detail of staircase going upstairs; Photographer facing north-
northwest. 

 
19 of 29: Upstairs center hall, showing second story door; Photographer 
facing south-southeast. 

 
20 of 29: East upstairs bedroom, looking from room through hall to 
west bedroom, showing graining on door; 
Photographer facing west-northwest. 

 
21 of 29: West upstairs bedroom, showing fireplace; Photographer 
facing west. 

 
22 of 29: West upstairs bedroom, showing missing mantel, moldings 
and graining on door looking across hall into east upstairs bedroom; 
Photographer facing northeast. 

 
23 of 29: Large stock barn and garage; Photographer facing north. 
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24 of 29: Front of garage and large stock bam; Photographer facing 
northeast. 

 
25 of 29: Fencing, garage and large stock barn; Photographer facing 
east. 
 

26 of 29: Agricultural fields, fencing and smaller stock barn; 
Photographer facing east. 

 
27 of 29: Well shelter; Photographer facing northwest. 
 

 
28 of 29: Well house and mobile home; Photographer facing southeast. 
29 of 29: Mobile home and well house; Photographer facing northwest. 

 

       2005 

 
 

June of this year marked the 150th anniversary of the death of 

pioneer settler, William 'Rock' Martin. Because of this 

anniversary  WCGA has researched the genealogy and 

historical information in our  XXV 2016 Bulletin by Chris 

Keathley and June Newsletter.  
 
 
Photos of the toured house and cemetery provided by Chris Keathley 
and Cheryl Watson  Mingle.  

 

r. 
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This is the original tombstone for William Rock 
Martin with the death date as June 26, 1866.        

Photos of Rock Mark House on Tour Day  
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Photo of Mud Creek Shiloh Cemetery 

 
One of our newest members Jim Dane from California has placed a 
tombstone, at the cemetery,  in memory of his ancestors Rev. War 
Soldiers Michael Dean and Francis Dean who lived in Warren County 
and was neighbors to William 'Rock' Martin. 

 
 

Are you a Pioneer Family of Warren County?    
Warren County-McMinnville First Pioneer Families Certificates 

presented to Bonita Mangrum and Cody Prince.  The certificates are 

proof that their ancestors were here at the time Warren County was 

formed or within a few years thereafter.                  

  
Bonita Mangrum - Pioneer Family Jonathan Parris/Paris                                 
wife Catherine Hicks 

 
Cody Prince -  Pioneer Families James Lockhart;  Edmund League wife 
Mary Beadle,  & Martin Phillips wife Sarah League                  

Welcome Our New Members 
Sandra Bellflower   Manchester, TN sfmbellflower@yahoo.com 
Researching Robert Soward Myers 1812-1878, m. Sarah Jane Coulson 
1852;  Chrn: Wm. E., Thomas Jeff, Mary A (d. young). 
 
Bobby Bond  McMinnville,TN    winogreen888@gmail.com 
Bond 
 
Nancy A. Calhoun  Muskogee, OK  ninnnac@yahoo.com 
Milraney and Smith 
 
Jim Dane:    Clovis, CA  jimbodane@gmail.com      
Dane, Dean, James C. Sanders 
 
Judy Hustad:   Quinlan, TX  k1945@gmail.com                           
Oda Mayo Boyd, Nancy Caroline Pettit Mayp, John Smith Jr. & Ann, 
Joseph Egleston Johnston Smith, Jerome B. Smith & Millie Jane Garrett. 
 
Kelly Marlow  McMinnville, TN 
Hillis 
 
Michael Martin  McMinnville, TN 
Martins, Wrights 
 
Carol Menth   McMinnville, TN  camliberty1@hotmail.com 
Frey, Rex. (This is the way it was written-it may be 2 families or it may 
be Rex Frey?? 
 
Frances Simmons:  Wylie, TX fs.rooste@verizon.net 
Lemmons, McCullough, Parker 
 

Frances Simmons: Manchester TN   dksffs36@gmail.com   
Barnes, Ethridge, Hale, Tenpeny  
 
Donna Sullivan:    Rock Island, TN      tuffy51@hotmail.com 
Brymer, Delong, Pack, Sullivan 
 
Jimmy Sullivan:  Rock Island, TN     
Johnson 
 
Virginia Tyson:  McMinnville, TN   gardeners37110@yahoo.com 
Crawley, Garrison, Hoskins, Lindville, Montgomery, Rains, Tyson 
 
Trina White:   McMinnville, TN       stjlwhite@hotmail.com 
Allison, John Keel, Pepper, Roach, Rogers, Russell, Thaxton, Mary Jane 
Young 
 
Gail Woodlee:   Smithville, TN  gailw@blomand.net 
Mayes, Pearson 

                                       

WCGA next meeting 

 Saturday, July 16th, 2 p.m.  
 

  
 

mailto:dksffs36@gmail.com
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                         WCGA On The Radio 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
WCGA Treasurer Allen Jaco & President 
Cheryl Watson Mingle,   were the guest 
speakers for the “Behind The Mike” radio 
show on June 16, 2016.                                                                                   
Pictured: Jaco,   Kelly Marlowe who is host  
for the show on 960 AM radio in 
McMinnville, and Watson-Mingle. 
 

May 2016 Membership 
Complimentary Memberships  

(Receive Bulletins, at no fee)                   3 
Exchange Memberships  

(Swap of Bulletins, at no fee)                     3 

Honorary Life Memberships 
 (Receive Bulletins, at no fee)                2 

Renewed Memberships 
 (A member in prior year - Full fee)      73 

New Memberships                                                     13 
 

Total Memberships          94 

 
*     Newsletters e-mailed          131 

 

 

 
D0 You Have 

CIVIL WAR SOLIDERS                       
who lived in         

WARREN COUNTY 
before, during or after the 

war? 
 

 

 

Submit your Civil War Solider 

for entry in our  upcoming  

Warren County Civil War Soliders BOOK'S 

  

You may obtain forms 

on our Facebook Page or at the                                    

Magness Library Genealogy Department. 

 

 
 

WCGA is on Facebook! 
Come visit us at: 

http://www.facebook.com/pages 

/Warren-County-Genealogical- 

Association/135126859883450 

We’re also on the web, visit us at 
www.tngenweb.org/wcgatn 

 
 

 
Give a piece of              

Warren County History 

 
 

The Courthouse, McMinnville, TN 

(First in a series) 

 

First Methodist Church,  McMinnville, TN 

(Second in a series) 

 

The Birthing Tree, McMinnville, TN 

(Third in a series) 

 

Hebe, McMinnville, TN 

(Forth in a series) 

 

All four available for $18 each at 

Southern Museum 

201 E. Main Street, McMinnville 

Open Wed., Fri., Sat. 10:00 a.m.-4 p.m.  

and 

 

Warren Co. Genealogical Association Office 

County Administrative Building  

 201 Locust St. Look for our sign at rear of building.    

 Open Fridays 1:00-4:00 p.m 
 

 

http://www.tngenweb.org/wcgatn
http://www.960wbmc.com/
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Application for Certificate     
Pioneer Family of Warren County 
Important:  Fill in all blanks. Instructions on page 3.  
Type or print all information.  
Mail to: Pioneer Family of Warren County 

% Warren County Genealogical Association 
P. O. Box 411  
McMinnville TN 37111-0411  

Enclose a check or money order for $10.00 payable to: 
Plus  $3.50 postage  

Warren County Genealogical Association 
Check must accompany the application, the direct line of descent 
page and the proof of descent page.   (3 pages) 

A. Applicant name 

 
____________________________________________ 
(Your name as it will appear on the certificate) 
 
____________________________________________ 
(Mailing address: street address) 
 
_____________________________________________ 
 (City, state, zip)  
 
_____________________________________________ 
(E-mail and  phone number with area code – for contact) 
 

B. Name of Warren County  Pioneer Ancestor (1806 Petition, Second 1806 Petition, 1807 Grant or 
Deed,  census up to 1820 census.) 

____________________________________________________________________________ 
(Name of qualifying ancestor - as name will appear on the certificate) 

 
Birth ___________________________________________Death_______________________________________ 
  (Date)  (Place)    (Date)   (Place) 
 
Married: ____________________________________________________________________________________ 
  (Date)    (Place)   (Married by - name of Rev. or J. P.) 
 
Ancestor’s spouse_____________________________________________________________________________ 
   (Given name)     (Maiden name) 
 
Birth_________________________________________Death_________________________________________ 
  (Date)  (Place)    (Date)   (Place) 
 
Residence __________________________________________________________________________________ 

(Not required but if you know – the District or area of residence in the newly formed Warren County) 
        

Source of proof for Pioneer Family____________________________________________________  

 

WCGA  Committee use only 

 
File number:_________________________ 
Ancestor’s 
Name:_______________________________ 
 
Date received:_______________________ 
 
Date more:_________________________ 
information requested: 
 
Date completed:_______________________ 
 
Certificate #__________________________ 
 
Signatures: of committee 
_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________ 
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Page 2      Family Direct Line of Descent Chart 
Important: the Line of Descent Chart must be filled in for all generations, beginning with yourself as #1 and working back to the pioneer 
ancestor. For each generation, the direct line (whether male or female) should be listed to the left.   Each step must be proven. (please 
number photocopy  proofs to correspond to generation numbers. 
Important: Keep a copy of this page. If we need additional information, you will need this page as reference. 

 
1. I ________________________________________________was born ____________________________________ 

(your name)          (date) 
 
at _____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 (city)    (county)     (state) 
 
I married _______________________________________________________________________________________ 

(name of spouse)    (date of marriage)  (place of marriage) 
 

2.Child of ________________________________________married________________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place  
 

3. Child of ________________________________________married_______________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place  
 

4. Child of ________________________________________married_______________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place  
 

5. Child of ________________________________________married_______________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place  

 
6. Child of ________________________________________married_______________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place  
 

7. Child of ________________________________________married_______________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place  

8. Child of ________________________________________married_______________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place 

9. Child of ________________________________________married_______________________________________ 

born      place 
married     place 
died      place 

Add addition generations , if needed to the back or on another page 
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List Sources of Proof as to Descent       page 3 
 
Documentation must be submitted to prove each generation of descent.  
Please number photocopies of proof to correspond to generation numbers.  Example: You are number 1 
 

1. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
3. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
4. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
6. ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
7. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
8. _____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
9._____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 

Signature of applicant/submitter     date 

 
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
Address if different from page one (1) 
 

Instructions for  Pioneer Family application 
 

 Eligibility:  The applicant must be directly descended from an ancestor who settled in Warren County prior to 1820.   The 

applicant must be able to prove descent from the ancestor (male or female) by an official record or records for each 
generation, including proof for the applicant.  Current Tennessee residence is not necessary.   
  

Application:  We will continue to accept applications. 

Page one (1) asks for information about the applicant and the Warren County ancestor.  
Page two (2) is the line of descent chart.  Page three (3) is the documentation to prove your descent.   

 

Proofs:  Applications must be based on credible genealogical research such as, birth, marriage, death certificates, 

obituaries, census records, wills, court records, family Bible records written before 1970. 
If your application is based on a previously approved application (such as a parent, sibling, grandparent, aunt, etc.) it is not 
necessary to resubmit documentation for overlapping generations. You need only send proof of descent for generations 
needed to link you to the previously approved applicant. It is still necessary to fully complete page  (1). 
 

Submitted Materials: All applications and documentation will be kept on file by the Warren County Genealogical 

Association A and used as valuable documentation material in establishing descent for descendants of early Warren 
County-McMinnville  pioneers. Send a photocopy of pertinent materials. Do not send original records. 
It is not necessary to resubmit documentation for overlapping generations. You need only send proof of descent for 
generations needed to link you to the previously approved applicant. It is still necessary to fully complete page  (1). 


